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Ramadan in
remote areas
All across the Kingdom, our people
celebrate Ramadan while also
maintaining excellence in their work.
The Arabian Sun offers an inside
look at employees in remote areas as
they recognize the Holy Month.
see page 12

‘Stay Home, Stay
Safe’ donation
campaign brings in
nearly SR million
Saudi Aramco employees, company
come through to help those
impacted by the pandemic.
see page 3

powered by innovation
Energy Efficiency Awards recognize cuttingedge solutions, reduction in energy intensity
see pages 6 and 7

The Safaniyah Offshore Producing
Department earned first-place honors
in the Energy Efficiency Awards for its
four gas-oil separation plants in the
Zuluf oil field and their free flow of
crude oil, the highest energy savings
companywide.

honoring Saudi Arabia’s
heroes at Ithra

family time, fitness,
and hobbies

The King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture
(Ithra) launches a campaign honoring the
Kingdom’s medical personnel, security forces,
educators, and others for their efforts during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

with more time on our hands
while at home, there are endless
opportunities to expand our
horizons.

see page 11

see page 8

COVID-:

the Kingdom’s health is in your hands

For the latest news and updates on the company’s
activities and response to the Coronavirus, scan the QR.
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together we are strong

personal responsibility key to overcoming COVID-
Respecting and adhering to government
and company advice regarding our behaviors during this unprecedented time of the
COVID-19 brings us all closer together,
even though we must remain physically
apart. The efforts the Kingdom and our
company are taking, including the nationwide curfew, canceling non-urgent medical procedures at hospitals, and shutting
restaurants and other businesses where
people gather are all decisions taken to
protect us all.
From small gestures of mutual support
by ensuring regular handwashing and use
of sanitizers to having our temperature
screened before entering buildings, we all
are in this together. Indeed, our ability to
stand together during challenging times
brings us all closer and we will emerge
stronger as a result.
To secure a safe future for all of us, it is
imperative that we help our hard working
medical personnel at health care facilities
by allowing them to focus on assisting as
quickly as possible anyone suspected of
or showing symptoms of the virus. That
includes limiting our attendance at the
hospital to only absolutely necessary treatments.

taking individual
responsibility
Like any challenging time, a correct response starts with every individual taking
personal responsibility to adhere to the
mandated behaviors. By behaving correctly,
every one of us helps to protect our people
and our community. This means changing
our everyday behaviors that could allow
the transmission of this virus within our
communities.
Physical distance between you and other people is an important part of stopping
COVID-19. Noncontact greetings, such as a
hand to the chest, help prevent the spread
of the virus. Most notably, stay one to two
meters apart, avoid meetings in person
whenever possible and leverage technology to enable physical distancing as much
as possible. And wear a cloth mask when
going out into the public, or smaller, enclosed places.
In our workspaces, regularly wipe down
work surfaces and equipment with antimicrobial wipes, including all computer
equipment, desks, armchairs, telephones,
and any other hard surfaces in our immediate vicinity.

vigilance and patience
How we behave to protect our communities extends well beyond the workspace. Never before have we had to adhere to medical guidance that extends
into every aspect of the lives of ourselves,
our family, and our friends.
Vigilance is essential. Respect the requirements of entry into stores, including hand sanitizing, wearing disposable
gloves, donning cloth masks, and maintaining physical distancing — both while
selecting groceries and while standing in
line to check out. For all of us, never before has the saying “patience is a virtue”
had more meaning.
Distancing extends to our home life,
and as much as Saudi Aramco is a family
and a close knit community, we can now
benefit from software such as Zoom,
WhatsApp, and multiple other apps to
stay close while respecting the need to
remain physically distant and respecting
curfews.
In the end, it is the culmination of
many small but significant changes to
our behaviors as individuals, as communities, and as a country that will protect

It is the culmination
of many small but
significant changes
to our behaviors as
individuals, as
communities, and as
a country that will
protect us and help
keep us safe.
us and help keep us safe, including our
hard working medical personnel and
dedicated employees who must attend
to our plants and assets around the Kingdom to ensure the supply of energy to
the world.

virtual meeting etiquette
The COVID-19 pandemic may have significantly changed the nature of business
meetings, but it hasn’t changed the need
for proper business meeting etiquette.
As regulations and restrictions have
pushed most meetings with teams, customers, and suppliers from the physical to the
cyber realm, the use of digital meeting platforms such as Skype for Business or Zoom
has increased greatly.
And while some of the standard etiquette
remains the same for both, meeting via digital platforms brings some new considerations.

Virtual meetings
are similar to
in-person
meetings, but
there are a
number of
additional
considerations
one should
consider as they
host or
participate in a
virtual meeting
with teams,
customers, and
clients.

preparing for your
virtual meeting

Before staring, make sure to perfect your
profile. Your name, profile, and profile photo are your first impression to others. Keep
a professional image, and make sure your
name and location are accurate and appropriate for the meeting.
Be sure your internet connection is strong.
When you set up your video call, test the
connection several times before beginning
or entering the meeting. Try to also provide
an audio dial-in option just in case.
Also test your technology, and if you’re
hosting the meeting, make sure participants

things not to do during a
virtual meeting
• Multitask
• Chew, smack, or snack
• Forget about the beauty of mute
• Wear noisy jewelry
• Have kids or infants in the same
room
• Play with your hair, pencil, or other
object
• Wear a T-shirt with a controversial
print.

are comfortable using it. Hide notifications,
turn off your bookmarks bar, set up the
camera to be clearly visible, and choose the
proper microphone volume.
Since videoconferences are often in people’s homes, make sure your background
projects a professional image. Avoid calling
from places where background movement,
noise, and activity may be distracting.
In the same vein, check your lighting and
make sure your face is visible.
Personally, plan your wardrobe in accordance with the meeting, and choose an outfit that isn’t distracting. Try to wear something that contrasts with your background.
Ahead of the meeting, prepare your agenda, physical documents, and webpages so
you do not hold up others.
Prepare participants by letting them know
when the meeting will be, and send instructions on how to log in. Be prepared for

them to have to dial in, even if the meeting
is planned as a video call.
If possible, have each participant on their
own screen, even if they are in the same
room. Voice can be on a common speaker
phone if needed.

once the meeting
begins, a few tips

It’s important to reinforce interpersonal relations when people may be feeling isolated,
and you should know if other participants
have friends or family who may be fighting
the virus. This kind of knowledge prevents
potential slip ups and allows you to navigate
discussions appropriately.
Like in an in-person meeting, be aware
of body language. Your upper torso is still
showing, so act as if you were sitting across
the table from other participants. Avoid
slouching, leaning to one side, or fidgeting.

Also, maintain eye contact. This can be
tricky because the image of the person isn’t
where the camera is.
Be careful to mind the volume, as sounds
other than your voice may loom large depending on the location of the microphone.
Keep noise distractions to a minimum, and
use the mute button when you aren’t speaking.
Remember to follow standard meeting
rules — set objectives, use an agenda, take
breaks, outline next steps, and minimize presentation length. Meetings should be discussions, so background information should be
provided ahead of time. Participants need to
be on the same page, literally, so use screen
sharing to guide the conversation.
And like all good meetings, end with positive momentum and on time, all while setting clear next steps and participant agreement.
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‘Stay Home, Stay Safe’ donation campaign raises SR. million
Dhahran — The recently concluded
“Stay Home, Stay Safe” campaign raised
SR6.54 million from contributions made
by 17,674 Saudi Aramco employees. This
contribution was subsequently matched
by the company — raising the total
amount of donations to SR12.9 million.
The donations will be used to create
more than 20,000 care packages for families affected during COVID-19 and will

Over

17,000
employees
donated to the
“Stay Home, Stay
Safe” campaign

include food items, hygiene products, and
edutainment materials. The care packages will be delivered to more than 15 cities
across the Kingdom.
Due to the generous contributions of
our employees we managed to extend
the campaign to reach additional families.
and are partnering with the Saudi Food
Bank, Et’aam, to expedite the distribution
of the additional packages.

12.9 20,000
million

Saudi Riyals
have been
raised for
families affected
during the
COVID-19
pandemic

care packages
with food
items,
hygiene
products,
and edutainment
materials will
be delivered

Najwa Al Azaimi, director of Corporate
Citizenship Division, said: “It is a proud
moment for all Saudi Aramco employees
to give back to the community and help
families who are struggling during these
difficult times. We are magnifying our
giving by also introducing the opportunity
to volunteer to support in the preparation
of our packages. The care packages will
help families eat well, be safe, and help

15
cities

across the
Kingdom will
be the delivery
point for the
packages

their children learn and have fun while in
lockdown.”
Concluding the “Stay Home, Stay Safe”
campaign, the Corporate Citizenship Division will be launching the Ramadan
Employee Donation campaign where employees can contribute to three different
charitable causes: social, medical, and educational.

210

volunteer hours
performed by
Ithra
volunteers
to help prepare
the care packages

Aramco utilizes video streaming for vendor inspections and
assessments during pandemic
Saudi Aramco piping
inspector Abdullah
Al-Qahtani performs a
remote inspection. To
his right is Mohammed
Al-Mulhim, Vendor
Inspection Division
Head. They are joined
by, Jamil Al-Bagawi,
chief engineer, and
Bader Al-Busbait,
Inspection Department
manager.

Dhahran — In-line with our digital transformation efforts and commitment to provide agile processes and adopt innovative
solutions, Saudi Aramco has embraced the
use of video inspection streaming technologies in lieu of physical material inspections and vendor assessments at facilities
affected by COVID-19 restrictions.
Adoption of such technologies globally
has proven to be vital for business continuity and has resulted in minimizing the adverse effects of the pandemic to our supply
chain. It has enabled Engineering Services

to perform timely inspections and assessments while assuring the safety of the staff
involved.
Recent results of the technology implementation are promising, with notable cost
and efficiency benefits. In many cases, using the technologies has been instrumental
in releasing urgently needed equipment for
our operation facilities from several manufacturers in Europe and the Americas as
vendors had refused entry to inspectors
and assessors to observe physical distancing rules and relevant governmental reg-

ulations. In other cases, Saudi Aramco assigned inspectors and auditors were unable
to travel due to local and global travel restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Video inspection streaming technologies
offer a great tool for the performance of
inspection and assessment activities, allowing for multi-party interface, control of the
camera, taking screenshots of inspection
records, and recording videos. Streaming
could be provided through smart helmets
or virtual reality glasses for high quality
streaming applications and through mobile
apps for regular streaming options.
On April 14, a remote video final inspection was carried out successfully for a
pipe order placed with a local pipe manufacturer in Jubail. The final inspection was
administered by a Saudi Aramco inspector
remotely at the Fourth Industrial Revolution
Center in Al-Midra Tower in Dhahran, and
the pipe was released accordingly.
The Inspection Department will further
utilize video inspection streaming technologies, as applicable, after the COVID-19
pandemic has passed to maximize the benefits from such technology.

Here, smart helmet technology is used during
an inspection to evaluate a weld profile. Video
streaming technology allows teams in Dhahran
to instantly inspect in detail the work of
vendors.

shopping safe — be prepared, stay clean, keep your distance
Self-isolation is important during the
COVID-19 pandemic, but when you do
need to go out, there are important steps
you can take to prevent contracting the
Coronavirus.
One of the places where you must navigate risk is when you go grocery shopping.
The following tips will help keep the risk of
infection spreading low.
• Leave your home prepared with your
shopping list in mind, or ideally, written
down on a piece of paper. This will reduce
the time you spend wandering around the
store trying to figure out what else you
might need. It will also help you avoid another trip to the store for any forgotten
items. Discard your shopping list on your
way out of the store to avoid taking germs
home.
• Before you head out to the grocery
store, wash your hands with soap and water for at least 40 to 60 seconds, or rub
your hands with sanitizer for at minimum
20 seconds.

• Leave the house prepared. Take disinfectants and gloves with you on your outing. When you walk into the store, sanitize
your hands with alcohol-based sanitizer for
at least 20 seconds, wear gloves, and wipe
down the handles of your shopping cart or

basket with an anti-bacterial wipe. Don’t
rely on the store to provide these items.
• If the store has a face mask policy, put
your face mask on after sanitizing your
hands.
• Remember to not only keep your hands
to yourself, but to also keep your hands
away from your face, especially if your
hands have come in to contact with unwashed items. Viruses can enter the body
through your mouth, nose, or eyes.
• Stick to buying packaged or sealed food
items whenever you can. If fresh produce is
on your shopping list, check them out with
your eyes and not your hands. Avoid touching items unnecessarily, especially if you
don’t plan on buying it and they’re not on
your list.
• Practicing physical distancing will help
keep you safe while you’re out grocery
shopping. Keep at least 1.5 meters between yourself and others whenever you
can, even while waiting in line at the checkout counter.

• Pay with cards rather than cash.
• Remove and dispose of your gloves before you get in your car, and then immediately sanitize your hands.
• As soon as you get home, and again after you have put all of your groceries away,
wash your hands with soap and water for a
full 40 to 60 seconds.
• Clean food cans and packages using
antibacterial wipes, and wash your fruits
and vegetables carefully.
• Don’t forget to wipe down any surfaces
that your groceries came in to contact with,
including kitchen countertops, using an antibacterial household cleaner.
Did you know that according to laboratory research, the COVID-19 virus can
survive on different surfaces for a significant amount of time? It can survive
on:
o Plastic for nearly 7 hours
o Stainless steel for around 5½ hours
o Cardboard for a little over 3½ hours.
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well-being
caring for your health and wellness

Ramadan fasting and diabetes
by Dr. Suhail Abushullaih

caring profile
Dr. Suhail Abushullaih
MD, FRCPC, FACE
consultant endocrinologist and
diabetologist, Johns Hopkins Aramco
Healthcare
work history
• C onsultant endocrinologist, Johns
Hopkins Aramco Healthcare
• P revious head of specialty
medicine.
education
• E ndocrine and metabolism
fellowship training, McGill
University, Montreal, Canada,
2000
• Internal Medicine residency and
Canadian board, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada, 1994
• B achelor of Medicine and Bachelor
of Surgery (MBBS), King Faisal
University Medical College,
Dammam, 1984
quote
“Working at JHAH has indeed been
inspirational to me. Our health
center has evolved tremendously
over the years. We are very blessed
to work in an environment that
attracts the highest quality of staff
in the field combined with the
support I need as a practicing
endocrinologist to serve my patients
with cutting-edge medical care that
is second to none.”

Become a patient at Johns
Hopkins Aramco
Healthcare (JHAH)
Eligible Saudi Aramco employees and their dependents are
invited to register for healthcare at JHAH.
For more information on how to change your registration,
contact your local HR Service Center or visit HR Online, or
scan the QR code below for detailed instructions.

If you are diabetic, meet with your physician before starting to fast. They will assess
your health for fasting and determine if you
must modify your therapeutic plan.
Some diabetics may be advised to not fast
for fear of complications, including those
with Type 1 Diabetes, and those with Type
2 Diabetes who have significant hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, or other significant
diabetes complications or comorbidities.
Also, fasting is not recommended for
pregnant and lactating women.

diet for diabetics during fasting

There are several things you should
take into account if you are diabetic and
plan to fast, including:
• Maintain the quality and quantity of
food daily as specified by the nutritionist
• Divide the amount of food specified daily into two main moderate meals that are
Iftar and Suhoor, in addition to a light meal
in between
• Delay Suhoor until just before dawn (imsak)
• Avoid beverages and foods that contain
a large amount of simple sugars (table sugar) or saturated fat.

the therapeutic approach

If you are treated by diet alone, there is
no need for a major diet change apart from
what is mentioned above, since the possibility of hypoglycemia is very low.

If you are being treated with oral hypoglycemic agents, such as the drugs metformin
or acarbose, the same guidelines will apply
to you as for diabetics that are treated by
diet alone. It is not a must to make a change
in the dosage of the drug, since they usually
do not cause hypoglycemia.
But if you are treated with sulphonylurea (including glipizied, glimepiride,
and glibenclamide), you must make the
following changes:
• The usual morning dose is to be taken
after sunset, preferably 15 minutes before
Iftar.
• The usual evening dose is to be reduced
by half and taken 15 minutes before Suhoor.
If you are on oral hypoglycemic agents
such as linagliptin, you do not need to make
a change, since it does not usually cause
hypoglycemia. You can take the tablet just
before Iftar.
But if you are being treated with insulin, you need to discuss how to manage
that with your physician. A general approach for the adjustment needed is as
follows:
• If you are on one daily dose of intermediate or long acting insulin, you can take
your dose before Iftar
• If you are on two daily injections of premix insulin, you can take the usual morning

dose before starting your Iftar, after sunset, and half the usual evening dose before
Suhoor
• If you are on four daily injections, you
must discuss the treatment needed with
your physician.
As a diabetic, you are advised to break
your fast if you have the following conditions:
• In case of documented hypoglycemia or
symptoms of hypoglycemia
• If you have Type 1 Diabetes, and your
blood sugar is more than 250 mg/dl with
the appearance of ketones in the urine or
blood analysis, you are advised to break your
fast and seek medical assistance
• If you have Type 2 Diabetes, and your
blood sugar level is more than 300 mg/dl
with symptoms of excessive urination, you
are advised to break your fast and seek
medical assistance
• If you develop dehydration or other conditions such as fever or diarrhea, then you
should break your fast and drink a lot of water, and also seek medical assistance
• Finally, if you are exercising, you should
do it three hours after Iftar and not while
you are fasting. If you are faced with unexpected findings related to any adjustment
done in your treatment during fasting, discuss it with your physician.

tips for
enjoying a healthy Ramadan
Fasting during Ramadan should not be a diet
plan. During Ramadan, you should eat the
amount of food you need to maintain your
normal weight.
However, if you are overweight, Ramadan
offers an opportunity to start eating healthy and
begin gradually losing some weight so you can
reach a healthy weight during the month or
after it. Follow these tips for healthy eating
during Ramadan:
1. Eat slow digesting foods, especially at
Suhoor, the breakfast before dawn. Examples of
slow digesting food are grains and seeds such as
barley, wheat, oats, millet, semolina, beans,
lentils, and unpolished rice.
2. Eat foods with lots of fiber, such as bran,
whole-wheat, grains, and seeds. Most vegetables are a good source of fiber, such as green

beans, peas, cabbage, zucchini, and spinach.
Most fruits are excellent sources of fiber, including dried unsweetened fruits.
3. Avoid fried and fatty foods; they contain
a lot of fat and can cause indigestion and
heartburn. They are also high in calories, and
can cause weight gain.
4. Drink a lot of water at Suhoor, as well as
between the Iftar dinner and bedtime, so that
your body can adjust fluid levels over time.
5. Avoid caffeine at Suhoor. Coffee is a
diuretic, and makes you pass urine. This will
make you lose water from your body, as well as
mineral salts that are needed as you fast during
the day.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: All health and health-related information contained in this Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare company material is intended to be general
in nature and should not be used as a substitute for a visit with a health care professional. The advice is intended to offer only a general basis for individuals
to discuss their health and medical conditions with their health care provider. Your health care provider should be consulted regarding matters concerning the
medical condition, treatment, and needs of you and your family.
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Infection Prevention Tips to Avoid
Transmitting Infection from Work to Home
Refrain from wearing watches, rings or bracelets. Long hair
should be tied back.

Avoid putting the mobile on the bed, whether at home
or the on-call room.

Clean your glasses, ID card, keys and mobile phone
before going home.
Hospital scrubs should be washed by the hospital laundry service.
If you don’t wear a uniform, wash work clothes separately, and
don’t mix them with your other clothes.
Wash your hands thoroughly to the elbows before
you exit the hospital.

Leave your work shoes in the car or
outside the house.

Take a shower as soon as you arrive home and before you come in
contact with people at home.

800-305-4444 www.jhah.com
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recognizing reductions in energy intensity; engineering
by Janet Pinheiro
The creative imaginations of our oil
and gas specialists saw Saudi Aramco
improve its energy efficiency performance by achieving a corporate energy
intensity of 114.1 kBtu/boe, reflecting a

4.1% improvement from the target.
Our energy efficiency awards, managed by the Energy Management Steering Committee (EMSC), are part of the
company’s policy to improve its energy
performance, and the 2019 award recognition ceremony was held in Dhahran

energy improvement
stars
Saudi Aramco’s energy efficiency
awards criteria includes energy intensity
and initiatives, an energy management
program, talent development, and
knowledge sharing.

earlier this year.
Chief engineer and EMSC chairman
Jamil J. Al-Bagawi said the awards encourage everyone to think “outside of
the box” about energy conservation,
and among some of the inventive thinking implemented during 2019 included:

squeezing compression tighter, harvesting nature’s sunlight, and setting crude
oil free to run in free flow.

energy intensity

Noting that energy intensity is a measure of how much energy a facility

Safaniyah Offshore
Producing Department:

28.37%

East-West Pipelines
Department:

7.9%

South Ghawar Producing
Department:

14.6%

GOSP-3 was one of Zuluf oil field’s four
GOSPs receiving crude oil on free flow
from remote wellhead platforms with a
design capacity of 250 MBCD, and consists
of five platforms; production, auxiliary,
tie-in, flare stack and accommodation.

Allowing the free flow of crude oil
at Zuluf oil field’s four gas-oil
separation plants was the highest
energy saving initiative by the first
place department winner Safaniyah
Offshore Producing Department.

Saudi Arabia’s northernmost
offshore oil field, the giant Zuluf oil
field, was discovered in 1965 and
commenced production in 1973.
Hidden under about 40 meters of
sparkling Arabian Gulf seawater, the
field covers approximately 600 square
kilometers. Rising above the turquoise surface, unassumingly tapping
into its crude oil is an oil and gas
infrastructure collection worked by
1,121 people to extract and process
crude oil.
Pumps move the separated Arab
Medium crude oil and gas 67 kilometers through a pipeline to Safaniyah,
located on the field’s adjacent
western coastal plain.
Last year, a team of SOfPD specialists stepped back to take a different
look at the field’s four GOSPs and
decided that all of the Zuluf GOSPs
could do it on their own.
Instead of using electrical and gas
turbine drives to move the crude oil
into the separation plants, they
decided that Mother Nature’s pressure was sufficient.
Their creative “outside-the-box”
thinking about GOSP pressure was a
key contributor toward the team
winning first place in Saudi Aramco’s
2019 energy efficiency awards.
SOfPD manager Abdullah S.
Al-Qahtani said his team was committed to building a strong energy
efficient culture. “We want to share
knowledge, inspire, interact, and
exchange experiences with others on
energy efficiency excellence,” he
said.



Safaniyah Offshore Producing Department

SOfPD was Saudi Aramco’s top performing department, and contributing significantly to their reduced energy intensity was
running Zuluf oil field’s four gas-oil separation plants (GOSPs) on free flow mode.
Area engineering superintendent Saif S.
Al-Zuabi explains this is when natural pressure is sufficient to flow crude oil into a
separation plant.
In late 2018, the team recognized that
upgrading the crude discharge control
valves for Zuluf GOSP-2 would optimize its
pipeline operating pressure and control parameters, removing the need to operate the

1

shipping pumps, resulting in low internal
fuel gas consumption due to the reduced
load on power generating turbines.
“The team’s innovative thinking and operational efforts recognized an opportunity
to save energy, while still meeting the production target,” said Al-Zuabi. “Optimizing
the pipeline and control parameters for all
GOSPs produced less load on the power
generating turbines, and a staggering 81%
less internal fuel gas was consumed.”
A 7% additional energy savings was realized by overhauling and maintaining the
Marjan oil field compressors, used to pres-

surize gas so it can travel for about 245 kilometers to Berri Gas Plant for further processing.
Sitting nearly 2,000 meters under the
seabed lies electric submersible pumps
moving crude oil to the surface. Through
the team’s monitoring of the reservoir
conditions, the frequency of the pump’s
variable speed drive could be adjusted to
achieve energy savings.
For five years, Safaniyah’s offshore team
has kept its energy intensity below target,
and in Q2 2019, achieved ISO 50001 2018
certification.

collaborative team award for renewables
In the renewable sector, a joint team
composed of the Power Systems Renewables Department (PSRD), Unconventional
Resources, Engineering, and Project
Management won for installing solar
photovoltaic power and storage systems at
remote unconventional gas facilities in
northern Saudi Arabia.
PSRD engineering specialist Tolga Tural

says the world’s energy transition is seeing
off-the-grid systems become a preferred
power supply solution for remote oil and
gas facilities, creating value and reducing
energy intensity.
“The solar system’s power variable and
large loads at each well site, provides
enough storage for five days of operation,
even without any sunlight,” said Tural.

“The systems can be deployed faster,
increasing reliability due to their distributed rather than centralized generation, and
can also be easily relocatable to other well
sites.”
The development of the company’s first green
powered autonomous gas well at Wa’ad
Al-Shamal is the catalyst for future development
of companywide off-the-grid systems.
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inspirational efficiency thinking
consumes to produce its production,
Al-Bagawi said, “Saudi Aramco’s oil and
gas production infrastructure leads the
industry in scale of production, operational reliability, technical advances, and
innovation.
“The target is to use less energy in our



production processes, and every one of
the 200 initiatives implemented by our
organizations in 2019 — as part of this
program that started in 2000 — have
delivered precise impacts on energy conservation, greenhouse gas emissions,
and financial costs.”

South Ghawar
Producing Department

three department winners
The achievements of three departments were recognized, as well as those
of individual and team initiatives in three
categories of industrial and nonindustrial.

The first place department winner was
the Safaniyah Offshore Producing Department (SOfPD), followed by the South
Ghawar Producing Department (SGPD)
and the East-West Pipelines Department
(EWPD) in second and third place, respectively.

energy efficiency climate change mitigation
The International Energy Agency lists energy efficiency as a top
action toward mitigating climate change, and Al-Bagawi said
Saudi Aramco wants everyone to be enthusiasts of energy efficiency, saying both big and small efforts add up to a big impact.
“Energy efficiency is a lifestyle we should all follow,” said
Al-Bagawi. “Switching off an unused light is as important as en-

Dome

Flashing

gineering a major efficiency solution in one of our operational
plants.
“Conservation of energy is a critical imperative with multiple
positive spin-offs, and our awards show Saudi Aramco engineers
and specialists are working hard to use resources wisely in a sustainable manner,” he added.

We can all be energy stars:
•U
 se energy saving features on all devices
• P rint only when necessary and double-sided
• T urn off lights and appliances when not in use
• P lug air leaks in windows and doors
•A
 ir dry; let clothes and hair dry in the air

Reflective
Tube

Diffuser

2

When those in the SGPD team put their
thinking caps on, the results were a 14.6%
improvement in their energy intensity
during 2019.
A skylight bringing natural daylight into
the ‘Udhailiyah Maintenance Shop eliminated the need for conventional lighting
during the day, saving a healthy 33,000
kilowatts per year, but its standout contributor was an innovation to recover flared
gases without the need for compression or
pumping.
Since the introduction of its distinctive
Master Gas System in the 1970s, Saudi Aramco has recovered close to 99% of its total gas produced.
Engineer Mohammed A. Almuhainy said
that in February last year; the SGPD team
put together an enhanced system for flare
gas recovery.
“At ‘Uthmaniyah GOSP-4, we installed
a two-phase ejector system to recover the
flared gases, so unlike a conventional flare
gas recovery system, this approach uses
the high pressure from the water injection
pumps to boost the pressure of gas recovered from the flare header, meaning most
of the gas is recovered with no additional
compression costs,” said Almuhainy.
“By using an ejector rather than running
compressors or pumps for recovery, we
saved almost 45 British thermal units per
hour of energy over one year,” he said.
SGPD also introduced water and gas
compression dashboards, which led to
better actions from the data produced by
the electronic productivity system such as
proactively shutting down any unnecessary equipment. It resulted in a savings of
15,200 kilowatts per day.

Sea Water Injection
Department
The Sea Water Injection Department
won the industrial category team award



East-West Pipelines Department

In 2019, the East-West Pipelines Department (EWPD) adopted the International
Standard of Energy Management System
(ISO 50001), which provides a practical way
to improve energy use through the development of an energy management system.
Engineer Abdulaziz S. Alsanouni says one
of the significant initiatives behind the department’s 7.9% improvement in energy
intensity during 2019 were the modifications to the transportation of gas for the
Master Gas System (MGS) from East to
West.
Gas for the MGS travels from the gas
plants in the east through a network of

for its work achieving operational energy
savings through pump load management
at the Hawiyah and ‘Uthmaniyah water
injection plants.

3

pipelines.
By finding a more efficient route for the
gas to travel, and thinking innovatively
about how to pressurize the gas, significant energy and financial savings were
found.
“We improved the EWPD MGS pressure
through the pipeline,” said Alsanouni.
“Second, we alleviated the need to compress the gas during its pipeline journey by
tightening pressure valves to 670 psi on
the EWPD pipeline network, and having
the gas plants increase the compression of
the gas leaving the plant, which required
no additional energy.”

Office Services and
Community Services
The nonindustrial sector team award
was won by a combined team from the

In addition to the gas, the department
applied a similar concept to natural gas liquids (NGL) and crude oil.
A collaboration between EWPD and the
Oil Supply Planning and Scheduling, Shedgum Producing, and the Yanbu’ NGL departments optimized the number of pumps
needed to transport NGL.
With the crude oil efficiency savings, a
polymeric additive, known as a drag reducing agent, was added to reduce turbulence
in a pipe, which allows the oil to flow more
efficiently.
EWPD energy efficiency saved 700 million Btu per hour of energy.

Office Services Department and Community Services for energy management
and digital control automation of the
‘Udhailiyah South Administration Building.
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family time, fitness, and hobbies

more time at our hands offers endless opportunities
by Nour R. Algadheb

Spending time
with family doing
activities such as
puzzles or other
games is a
healthy way to
spend time at
home with
children and
other members
of your family.

In this busy world, people often complain about not having enough time. Many
blame their jobs in preventing them from
doing what they want to do.
The COVID-19 outbreak has added complications to this challenge. As the virus
stretches across the globe, it is affecting almost every area in our life and has changed
how we work, socialize, and spend our leisure time.
The dark side of the pandemic are obvious — unemployment, sickness, and even
death.
But in adversity, there also can be opportunities to grow and learn. Today, we have
a lot of time on our hands that will likely
not be available again in our generation,
and how we spend it — in personal development, enriching hobbies, quality time
with family — determines how resilient we
can become.

personal development

With all the technological advances we
have today, learning from home has never
been easier.
Those who have access to Saudi Aramco networks can benefit from the many
e-Learning courses offered by Training and
Development’s Learning Solutions and Services Department.
The Learning Management System can
be accessed by all company employees via
the tile on the Saudi Aramco Corporate
Portal or by simply typing https://learning.
aramco.com.sa into your web browser.
Also, entities around the world are providing special offers to combat the effect
of coronavirus on people’s lives. Ivy League
schools such as Harvard, Yale, and Princeton are offering free online courses ranging from social sciences to business, many
of which can be taken at your own pace,
boosting knowledge and identifying areas
of interest.
While home quarantine often leads to

your voice

by Husin Sitepu
Dhahran
sitepuhx@aramco.com

Your Voice reflects the thoughts and opinions
of the writer, and not necessarily those of the
publication.

quality time

staring at screens for long hours, technology offers a respite there, as well, with audiobooks and podcasts.
And who needs technology? An activity
such as journaling is a great way to practice writing skills, or even the simple act
of reading a book helps boost our critical
thinking abilities.

time to start a hobby
or work out

Finding a hobby can help break up the
daily monotony and take your mind off the
pressing concerns of the virus, reducing
stress by shifting our focus to something
we enjoying doing such as drawing, painting, cooking, or anything else that gives us
a sense of control and accomplishment.
Physical activities at home are possible
as many fitness instructors are sharing
their workouts in aerobics, yoga, or pilates through live streaming, walking them

An activity such as journaling is a great way to
practice writing skills.

through the same steps they do in real life.
All of these activities are good stress relievers, which is critical as stress can adversely affect our immune system — the
last thing you want during a pandemic.

Spending weeks together with the same
people in a defined space can harm relationships, so it’s important to be mindful of
the time we spend with family.
Plan together for post-coronavirus life,
and identify what lessons learned during
the virus outbreak, as discussing topics that
matter to family members builds stronger
ties.
Playing with kids at home is also important, as they may be the most affected by
home quarantine. Not only does it keep
high energy children occupied, it can help
you better bond with your child or younger
sibling.
Also, thanks to technology, physical distancing doesn’t mean we cannot socialize.
Take the opportunity to connect via video
calls with those you love and support them
in this time of uncertainty.

offer niceness sincerely at work and at home
An expert says in addition to your
strengths in technical work (hard skills),
it is also important to have good soft
skills (kindness, niceness, respect, and
empathy) to be successful at work, and
with family at home.
When you work hard in conducting
your tasks well and in a timely manner
for the benefit of the company, and
model yourself with kindness at work
and at home, you can effectively create
a healthy and reasonably cohesive environment at work and at home.
Here are a few tips on how to become
nice to other people every day by randomly acting with kindness at work and
at home.
Treat everyone with the same level
of respect in your interpersonal life.
One of the critical aspects of maintaining important personal relationships
with your colleagues at work and family
at home is by learning how to respect
their efforts, abilities, and opinions.
When you respect yourself, it helps you
to move forward with the confidence

on how to treat everyone with the same
level of respect. When you are effectively smiling, showing kindness, exhibiting
patience, and listening to others, it is
likely that they will do the same things
to you.
Practical implementation of kindness by creating happiness for others at work and at home.
Practicing random kindness and creating happiness for others at work and at
home daily are important. For example,
you train your mentees to develop the
methods and review their technical papers/reports, buy coffee for people behind you, and hold the door open for
them. Also, when you engage in acts of
kindness, the results affect your health
and well-being and can make your life
better and more enjoyable. Any act of
kindness is mutually beneficial — the
person performing the act of kindness
feels happy, as does the recipient.
Show your appreciation to others.
Work hard to praise and acknowledge
the contributions and efforts of other

people by making that phone call, writing that acknowledgment note, or providing verbal appreciation in person. If
you thank others for their help, it is likely that they will continue to collaborate
with you and help you in the future.
Offer effective support to your
mentees and listen to them.
You cannot influence your mentees’
professional career if you do not effectively and voluntarily offer support, helping them in conducting their tasks. For
example, train and contribute support
to your mentees in conducting research.
This will gradually develop their skills,
providing them with the knowledge to
do their work independently. Continuously listening carefully to their thoughts
and questions, accepting their opinions,
and being able to collaborate with your
mentees will help make their professional career development successful.
If you keep some of these things in
mind, your mentees will look at you with
trust and confidence as they endeavor to
develop their career.
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craft with kids
now's the time to

Explore ideas to engage your body, mind, and spirit.
We all have things in the back of our minds that we
keep meaning to do. Maybe you have an unfinished
novel or screenplay that’s been stashed away too long.
Or perhaps you’ve always wanted to learn how to
play an instrument or speak another language.
There’s no better time than now to revive a neglected
passion or pick up a new hobby or skill. Reading alone
can transport you instantly to other worlds, different times.
For inspiration and motivation, browse our Well-being site.

Productivity

Self-care

Healthy Diet

Exercise

Edutainment

We’ve compiled an extensive list of best-in-class
resources in five categories. Discover items of
interest for you or your family.
saudiaramco.com/en/news-media/covid#chapter2

Maintain a safe
distance of at least
1.5 to 2 meters
from others.

Rub hands with
sanitizer for a
minimum of
20 seconds.

Greet people with
a wave instead of
a handshake.

* Some sites are not available via the company network. All well-being information is accessible from your home computer or mobile.

saudiaramco.com/en/covid

Help desk 87-COVID (013-872-6843)

JHAH 800-305-4444 (Option 3)
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recognizing some of our
outstanding innovators and problem solvers
Innovation is a vital part of the company’s
work culture, as embodied in all of South
Ghawar’s Producing Department (SGPD)
business and processes.
Earlier this year, SGPD held its annual innovation day under the theme “Innovation
to Shape Our Bright Future.” The event
recognized 131 employees’ contributions
to improving efficiency and safety through
innovative ideas and technologies.
Adel O. Ben Duheash, SGPD manager, highlighted the
increased approval
rate of innovations
and creative ideas
in the department.
“The implementation of these ideas
resulted in achieving significant improvements in all aspects
of our business,” Ben Duheash said.
“From its earliest days, Saudi Aramco
has embraced a culture of discovery and
creative problem solving, and many of the
company’s greatest achievements have
been the result of innovative thinking by
the company’s greatest assets — its employees,” he added.
“Innovation is not only good for the bottom line; it is also aligned with the compa-

ny’s support of the Kingdom’s Vision 2030,
as it leverages Saudi Arabia’s rich resources
to boost the country’s economy and to promote job growth,” Ben Duheash said. The
innovations recognized by SGPD covered a
broad range, but they shared one common
trait — they all made significant improvements in workplace safety and in the reliability of Saudi Aramco assets.
Here are just a few examples.

safe removal of coupling hubs

The removal of heavy coupling hubs from
motor shafts on equipment in the field can
be challenging, requiring effective coordination and mitigation of safety risks. Main-

replaces the need for a crane and can move
the motor and coupling hub into position
in a metal cradle. The tested innovation
has proven efficient, safe, and requires less
manpower than the previous methods.
“Not only is the innovation safer and
more efficient, but it also reduces the time
needed for the removal of heavy coupling
hubs from shafts overall. Also, the frame
can easily be dismantled and taken to other
areas as needed,” he said, noting it requires
only two people compared to the minimum
of six required for past practices.
The innovation has been filed as a patent and is planned to be manufactured and
distributed within and outside of Saudi Aramco.

harvesting intelligence
from field transmitters

In another improvement in equipment
uptime, performance, and reliability, SGPD
tenance technicians Nishan X. Chammany Thomas and Moath A. Alhaykan have
designed and manufactured a device that
bypasses most of the arduous steps.
Their innovation comprises a heavy-duty
metal frame operated by a hand winch that

has adopted an innovative approach initiated by Mishaal A. Alhetairshi and Nabeel A. Mallick. The approach uses SGPD’s
existing network of smart transmitters to
not only keep a careful eye on the health of
operations equipment, but also the health
of the sensors and transmitters themselves.
The smart maintenance solution uses the
existing diagnostic data from the smart
transmitters available in diagnostic applications such as the Instrument Asset Management System (IAMS).
To embed a proactive approach, the system is configured to auto-generate a report
at each shift change listing the degraded
instruments. Along with the report, logic
has been implemented to read the diagnostic data from the IAMS into the DCS so it
can offer real-time health monitoring of the
smart transmitters for the console operator.
Proactive maintenance, improved troubleshooting, increased process safety performance, and optimizing existing resources
with no new investment are the key benefits of the innovation.
SGPD has successfully filed a patent titled
“Automated Maintenance Method and
System for Plant Assets,” as operations and
maintenance shifts into a new “intelligent
decision making” paradigm.

let’s catch a phish
faux Skype update looks to snare unsuspecting Aramcons
As employees companywide began working remotely,
the Information Protection Department wanted to make
sure they were bringing their cybersecurity skills with them
to their new working spaces.
Sending out an email claiming to offer an update for
Skype users, the email offered multiple external links de-

the top 3

positive performing
organizations

signed to ensnare Aramcons that were increasingly being
called to use the software for ongoing business functions.
Sahar A. Tufaif of Setup and Readiness in Downstream
Growth and Readiness was having none of it, being the
first to identify and report the email as a potential phish.
The pretend update featured more than just a couple of

1.	Transactions and Finance
(Law)
2.	Executive Compensation
3.	Rabigh Development
Project

thank you

Aramco
Trading

embedded links that tipped Tufaif off about the suspect
email. The test also included:
• A suspicious domain (support@webaccessalerts.com)
• An attractive subject line (Skype Version Updating)
• An external tag indicating it had been sent from an
outside source.

The Information Security Department extends its gratitude and appreciation to the Planning, Budgeting, and Performance Management Center for its noticeable efforts in scoring 0% negative behavior, along with
the highest positive behavior for the April phishing test. Such efforts reflect
positively on Saudi Aramco’s cybersecurity user behavior, and elevates the
resilience of Saudi Aramco’s core business.

cybersecurity tip of the month

COVID- gives cybercriminals a lot of opportunity for phishing attacks
by Ahmed A. Hemli

With the world anxious about the
spread of COVID-19, cybercriminals are
eager to exploit the world’s aspirations
to keep up on news of the pandemic and
prevention guidelines. This eagerness increases the possibility for a successful
phishing attack.
Psychological stress is a key factor in
the “success” of a phishing email, and
as most email recipients will already be
stressed, cybercriminals only need to add
a little sense of urgency to get the potential victim to click.
According to the Anti-Phishing Working
Group, phishing attacks often increase
significantly during disease outbreaks.
This has been true with the Bird Flu in
early 2017, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus later that year, and
with the 2018 Ebola outbreak, as cybercriminals sought to take advantage of the
urgency redolent in potential victims.
These well-crafted attacks seek to steal

sensitive information and spread malware
for profit.
The email recipients are the front-line of
defense against phishing emails, and they
should take steps to protect themselves.
Here are a few tips:
• Trusted source: The course of the
COVID-19 pandemic can be monitored
through reliable official channels instead
of receiving anonymous email.
• Verify a site’s security: Before submitting any information, make sure the
site’s URL begins with “https:,” and there
should be a closed lock icon near the
address bar. Check for the site’s security
certificate as well. If you get a message
stating a certain website may contain malicious files, do not open the website.
• Spelling and bad grammar: Cybercriminals are not known for their grammar and spelling. Professional companies
or organizations usually have an editorial
staff to ensure customers get high quality,
professional content.

• Suspicious links or attachments:
One method of testing the legitimacy of
a link is to rest your mouse over — but
not click — the link to see if the address

matches what was typed in the message.
The attachment should be open; and be
wary of multiple file extensions such as
“pdf.exe,” or “rar.exe,” or “txt.hta.”
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Ithra campaign honors Saudi Arabia’s heroes
Dhahran — The King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture (Ithra) recently
launched a campaign honoring Saudi’s medical personnel, security forces,
educators, and others for their efforts
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The campaign launched with a panoramic projection across Ithra’s iconic building while utilizing the Arabic
hashtag
)أبطالكم_أبطال_الوطن#(
which translates to “Your heroes are
the heroes of this country.” So far,
more than 10,000 names have been
submitted via the hashtag.
Ithra’s campaign seeks to engage
the public by recognizing heroic work
conducted by community heroes across
various fields while raising the collective morale in these difficult times.
In solidarity with the Kingdom’s

awareness campaign to stay safe and
remain indoors, and align with public efforts to combat the spread of
COVID-19, the campaign pays tribute
to those tasked with confronting the
pandemic in service of the Kingdom.
With community at the heart of its mission, Ithra’s efforts are looking to unite
audiences and express gratitude for the
public service achieved by national heroes and entities combatting the spread
of the virus.
This campaign joins Ithra’s latest
initiatives as part of the Center’s digital #IthraConnect platform, recently
launched as Ithra stands in solidarity
with national efforts to limit the spread
of COVID-19, bringing audiences Ithra’s
programming online and directly to
them in times of social distancing amid
public closure.

The images of some of the Kingdom’s COVID-19 heroes are broadcast across
the face of the King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture’s façade as part of a
campaign sponsored by Ithra designed to unite audiences and express
gratitude for the public service achieved by men and women in the Kingdom
combatting the spread of the virus.

Mohammed Arshad bids farewell to Aramco after more than 38.5 years
Ras Tanura — After more than 38.5 years
with Saudi Aramco, senior planning and
performance analyst Mohammed Arshad
retired this week.
His decades of service to the company
brought him to all corners of the Kingdom,
beginning his career in October 1981 in
Yanbu’, working as an admin assistant in
the Yanbu’ Shops Division. Working in various divisions and groups for about a decade, he then joined the Assistant to the
Executive Head’s office for Yanbu’ Operations as an analyst in 1993.
Over the past 25 years, his work as a senior planning and program analyst took
him to a number of locations, including
Yanbu’, Jazan, and Ras Tanura, the latter
which he happily called home.
“Living at the edge of the sea with a
panoramic view was soul-refreshing and
unforgettable,” Arshad said of the Najmah
community.
He added that his four decade journey
from administrative assistant to HR professional was not easy, but was buoyed by the
many colleagues who helped him along the
way.
“This journey from hard to easy and uncertainty to confidence was made possible

with the tremendous support, help, and
guidance received from various individuals
at various junctions,” Arshad said. “Without their help, support, encouragement,
and appreciation, I would have never been
able to utter these words today. I owe them
a lot. God bless them all.”
Arshad and his wife, Shahida, also enjoyed the many opportunities the company provides employees outside of work.
Most notably, Arshad served the Ras Tanura
chapter of the Saudi Aramco Employees
Association from 2013 to 2020, serving as
the vice president and president. Shahida
also served as president of the Tulip Group.
Also, Arshad was a oft-time contributor of articles in The Arabian Sun, writing
about community life and business activities with equal zeal.
“Ample opportunities of recreation, social networking, and living in a multinational community without experiencing any rift
or divide — it was something unmatched,”
he said.
Arshad and Shahida have two children,
Rasikh Muhammad Arshad in Pakistan, and
Faiqah Arshad in the U.S., and grandchildren Rayyan Ahmed and Emad Ahmed.
“I am proud to live with the beautiful

Mohammed Arshad (left), is leaving Saudi Aramco after more than 38.5 years working at locations
throughout the Kingdom. Arshad and his wife, Shahida, plans to make Pakistan their home.
Pictured are from left, Mohammed; Shahida; daughter, Faiqah Arshad; two grandchildren, Rayyan
and Emad Ahmed; daughter-in-law Anza Manzoor Ahmed; and son, Rasikh Muhammad Arshad.

memories I am carrying with me. I can
imagine sitting somewhere with grandchildren, and these memories shall be my treasure to share with them,” he said.

After retirement, the couple plans to
make Pakistan their home. Those wishing to contact them can email nakemaa@
gmail.com.

R

amadan in
emote areas

From Tanajib to Jazan
and all points in between
and elsewhere, Ramadan
is a time each year like
no other, and this year
even more than usual.

Employees Kingdomwide are celebrating perhaps the most unique
Ramadan of their lifetimes as the convergence
with the COVID-19 pandemic has altered their
lives even more than
usual during the Holy
Month.

Mansour Al Subaie, gas console operator, wears
a protective mask and gloves as part of his
standard COVID-19 work precautions during
plant startup in Tanajib.

Mohammad Shabrakah, Operation Group
supervisor, breaks into a smile while breaking
his fast and having a great time with his
colleagues.

Alaa Marei, Tanajib Producing Division Safety
Officer, breaks his fast with a date while
enjoying Iftar with his colleagues.

The Iftar meal features a variety of foods and
beverages for Tanajib Plant workers.

Offshore night shift employees line up for
Suhoor while taking all COVID-19 mitigation
measures such as physical distancing and
wearing masks at Zuluf GOSP-4.

Mohammed Al Malki, Zuluf GOSP-4 technician,
heads to the Accommodation Platform for Iftar
as the sun nears the horizon after working
hours.

Still, Saudi Aramco
employees continue to
celebrate as their forefathers have for centuries
while also answering the
company’s call to maintain our operations safely and reliably, as pictured here, with
employees from
Safaniyah, Tanajib, and
Zuluf.

Varieties of Iftar meals and drinks for Tanajib
Plant workers.

Photos by: Abdullah Al Shahrani and
Alaa Al Marei
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